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Wan Fangke：

Strive for Excellence,
Success Will Follow

She praised that the professors at WKU are

"Scientific research is just like solving

in 2017, where she managed to make girls

warm-hearted and patient. For example, Mr.

problems in our daily life. Difficulties and

smile again through one-on-one sports

Fa-Hsiang Chang is dedicated to helping

stagnation are the common roadblocks. But

activities.

students with their study and research,

every attempt is to exercise our ability to

which is also the most effective and fast way

deal with scientific research problems. "

These experiences also enable Wan Fangke

to learn.

This is what Wan Fangke has learned from

to find the value of her life. She said:

her research projects.

"Although I can only provide a small amount

During her studies in WKU, she won the
A Frequent Scholarship "Winner"

In addition, she has her own unique

Honorable Mention Award in the American

of help to others, it is very meaningful for me

understanding of business study.

Mathematical Contest in Modeling, the first

Self-fulfillment in "Public Welfare"

to bring them one more happy memory."

prize in the National English Competition for

In addition, Wan Fangke once served as the

"The volunteer experience has been pushing

Wan Fangke, a senior majoring in

Wan Fangke has won the first prize of

finance at Wenzhou-Ken University,

Dean's Scholarship of Wenzhou-Kean

"Business courses are interwoven, and the

College Students, and $300 award in the

assistant to the Academic Vice President's

me to help more people in need," she said.

are among the winners of the China

University for the third year in a row and

knowledge that we learned is like a useful

Kean Business Planning Competition.

office, assistant to the National Conditions

"I would like to bring a little warmth into their

National Scholarship for undergraduate

Zhejiang Provincial Government Scholarship

tool." She suggested that our students

Wenzhou-Kean University SPF (Student

and Cultural Center, and a middle-level

lives with my actions."

and junior college students in the 2019-

for two consecutive years. She has also won

should have a firm grasp of knowledge, put

Partnership with Faculty) is a scientific

manager in the AIESEC in WKU. She has

2020 academic year announced by the

the First Prize of Overseas Scholarship, the

it into practice in future work and thus better

research platform for students of Wenzhou-

also taken an active part in volunteer

In the future, Wan Fangke wants to study

Ministry of Education recently.

University Leadership and Public Service

serve our customers.

Kean University, on which students can team

activities, which have not only enriched her

abroad for a master's degree in finance

up with their teachers for academic research

life, but also helped her develop various

and economy and to learn more financial

Scholarship, and the University Scientific
With 3.99 GPA as a senior, Wan

Research and Innovation Scholarship...

When it comes to balancing study and

together. Certainly, Wan Fangke did it.

soft skills, such as problem-solving ability,

knowledge and master quantitative tools, so

undoubtedly is a straight-A student,

Thanks to her excellent performance, Wan

extracurricular activities, Wan Fangke also

Moreover, together with Professor Fa-Hsiang

teamwork ability, and communication ability.

as to create value for clients, companies and

but what is more surprising is that she

Fangke has been recognized as a frequent

shares her own opinions. "It's important to

Chang and the upperclassmen, Wan Fangke

It was during this process that Wan Fangke

society in her future work. Currently, Wan

has impressive academic and volunteer

scholarship winner.

schedule reasonably and make a choice,"

carried out research on the information

gradually found her future goals and life

Fangke has received offers from University

she said. Before making any decision, she

validity of China's stock market, and had her

pursuits.

College London (UCL) (ranked 10th in QS)

experiences while maintaining a high
GPA. This is e xactly why she stood out

When talking about her learning method,

will evaluate whether she can balance her

paper of such research results successfully

and University of Southern California (ranked

from many competitors and won the

Wan Fangke said: "Learning is about method

studies with her extracurricular practice.

included in Ei Compendex and Scopus. She

From July to August 2018, Wan Fangke

22nd in the US by US NEWS). She is still

National Scholarship. Currently, Wan has

and efficiency. We should make reasonable

Sometimes “less is more” leads to more

remembered that once she had inadequate

worked as a volunteer in Poland. She

waiting to hear from several other colleges.

already received offers from University

planning and adjustments accordingly

opportunities.

data necessary for the calculation of the

cooperated with volunteers from all over

College London and University of

to reach optimal outcomes. At the same

Capital variable, she read a lot of literature to

the world on English language teaching,

At the end of the interview, Wan Fangke

Southern California.

time, we should make the best of external

A Girl Obsessed With Scientific Research

obtain the data. Only repeated trial-and-error

during which she learned how to respond

said: "A lot of things happen naturally. When

resources and contact with professors timely

In her spare time, Wan Fangke also actively

and adjustments can bring the final ideal

to the crisis and achieved the purpose of

you make enough effort, you will embrace a

so that we can yield twice the result with half

participates in scientific research, English

model and results.

cultural exchange. She took part in the Star

glorious future naturally and could enjoy its

the effort."

competitions and many other activities.

Volunteers from September to December

results at ease."

Yuan Zhengqing：
Onward Dreams with a Firm Belief
During his college life, Yuan

Yuan always actively seeks high-quality

Yuan generously shared his learning

internship opportunities for himself. He

experience. According to him, we should

Look Beyond Campus

also attended the First Peace Summit of

first adhere to a rigorous and serious

Yuan not only performs well in his on-

Emerging Leaders organized by the United

attitude towards learning and avoid "high

campus work, but also looks beyond

Nations Department of Humanitarian Affairs

scores and poor performance". "In the

campus.

as a Wenzhou-Kean University delegate.

first place, students should be aware

and donation of medical supplies.

Along with more than 500 representatives

that overseas graduate applications are

of young leaders from different countries,

available to students across the world, so

Be a Responsible Youth of Wenzhou-Kean

organizations. Yuan Zhengqing realized

During his summer vacation as a sophomore,

University

that the new system would inevitably be

Yuan started his internship as a marketing

he served as "peace ambassadors striving

the foundation laid today can be competitive

for world peace and development. He also

tomorrow." Secondly, we should balance

Zhengqing ranked first in Marketing

When talking about the most impressive

misunderstood or questioned. Therefore,

and communication intern in the Sustainable

Major in class 2017 with a high

campus experience, Yuan Zhengqing

he sent emails many times to explain the

Development Department of Schneider

served as an international volunteer to teach

course load when choosing courses. For

GPA of 3.99. He has also served as

narrated his experience and gains in the

reasons and significance of the reform to all

Electric China Headquarters in Beijing, a

English in Poland for 6 weeks, and forged a

example, business students should avoid

the student government president,

Student Government without hesitation.

members and answered questions one by

Fortune 500 company. During the summer

profound friendship with the local students.

overloading themselves with reading by
packing numerous liberal arts courses into

one in regular meetings and working groups.

vacation of his junior year, he got a four-

Consultative Committee's personnel

Serving as president of the Student

Finally, the effort paid off and the new

month full-time internship as a member of

Be Ambitious, Dream Big, You will

one semester. Finally, we should choose

supervisor to the Dean of Business

Government, Yuan shared his philosophy,

system was accepted by everyone.

the marketing team in McDonald's China

Accomplish Your Dream.

courses catering to the graduate application.

School. Four years of unremitting

"In my opinion, both the members and the

efforts and persistence prepared

president should be contributors to establish

the grade representative, and the

He recommended taking graduate program

headquarters, during which he participated
Yuan also organized and participated in three

in the preparation of McDonald's three

Study and Work Should Be Well Balanced

related optional courses before the

When it comes to keeping a balance

application season.

him with a rich and remarkable life

a better community. When I served as a

Chancellor’s dinners, acting as a “bridge”

national marketing activities for summer

resume. Approaching graduation,

grade representative, all that I thought about

between school leaders and students.

vacation, and assisted the line manager

between study and work, Yuan said: "I

he has already received offers from

was how to facilitate the interaction between

Northwestern University (ranked

students and university."

9th in the US by US NEWS) and the

to manage the newly-launched mini-game

don't think there is an irreconcilable conflict

About his future career planning, Yuan

During the outbreak of COVID-19, Yuan,

platform of McDonald's WeChat applet as

between study and work. Time management

remarked "I want to work in marketing in a

out of a great sense of social responsibility

one of the project leaders.

requires general thinking, and we should

multinational company after graduation and

not spend 24 hours a day studying or

make full use of what I’ve learnt." He has

London School of Economics and

After taking office, Yuan prioritized updating

as a student leader, took the initiative to

Political Science (ranked 2nd in QS

the organizational structure of the student

propose to the Wenzhou-Kean University

"Working with advertising agencies,

work. For me, squeezing out extra time for

already received offers from Northwestern

Social Sciences and Management).

government by canceling the structure of

Education Foundation and the Youth

suppliers, and cross-functional colleagues

a short rest or amusement will maximize

University and the London School of

“Department” to facilitate communication

Volunteers Association for a joint move of

on a daily basis at McDonald's has

my study and work efficiency." Time treats

Economics, which are considered as the

and ensure equity between members, thus

the "Supporting Wenzhou-Charity Donation

dramatically improved my communication

everyone equally, and there is no gifted

"top" for marketing masters in the US and

bolstering operational efficiency. Transferring

from students of WKU" to contribute to the

and multitasking skills." The immersive

time management master. Those effectively

UK respectively, and wants to get a foothold

the function of the organization from service

fight against the pandemic. With the joint

marketing experience in this global top brand

allocating their time stay up and work hard

in this field. He undoubtedly has a promising

to management and service, and making

efforts, the platform "QinQingChou" raised

has made him more determined to engage in

late.

future.

it a strong assistant for other clubs and

nearly 60,000 yuan used for the purchase

the marketing industry in the future.

Lu Zhiyi：

In December 2020, Lu Zhiyi, a senior majoring in
Visual Communication Design at Wenzhou-Kean

A Talented Girl from WenzhouKean University Realizing Her
Dream at the Royal College of Art

is courage. She was timid before, but now she has

University, received a letter of acceptance from the

already been able to present her ideas in front of all the

RCA in London, UK. The RCA ranked first for QS

professors and clients with great confidence.

Art and Design category internationally for seven
consecutive years, is the world's only full research
institution of Art. From Wenzhou-Kean University
to the RCA, Lu’s dream of design gradually
became clear.

Regarding the future, Lu hopes to become an
installation artist and share her works with more people
through exhibitions. Moreover, she aspires to work at
her favorite clothing brand VIVIENNE WESTWOOD one
day. "Be Brave To Be Yourself", the lifelong principle
of the brand founder, continuously encourages her
to follow her inner self, never letting her dream be

Like many art students around the world, Lu also

the open mindset, as well as the critical thinking,

deems the RCA as a sacred academic palace and her

reflected from my portfolios, all of which they value the

have exerted a constant influence on Lu's creation. For

long-established dream college in the heart. However,

most."

instance, she tried to incorporate her favorite classical

The RCA is a new stop for her. Lu will hold on to her

music into her works. Her final work for the second

dream, moving forward steadily, and keep shining on
the road to being herself.

it is inevitable to go through twists and turns on every

eclipsed by external noise.

road to realize dreams. At the RCA, a portfolio is

The forge of thinking ability is exactly what Lu has

semester of the sophomore year, Shadow-introduction

required to validate applicants’ academic abilities,

cultivated from her four years at Wenzhou-Kean

and rondo capriccioso, is one of them. "To increase

which became the biggest obstacle that Lu has

University. Once a final week, she received an invitation

the audience's interest in classical music, I designed

encountered on her way to realizing her dream. After

from her professor for improvisation. At first, she just

animations, exhibition guidebooks, and interactive

a long time of conceiving, her inspiration finally began

painted with a brush conservatively, splashed ink on

installations based on Saint-Saëns' work Introduction

to emerge. However, at that time, there were only one

the canvas. However, after gradually getting into her

et Rondo Capriccioso, demonstrate them to the

to two months left for her to prepare. Time-limited, Lu

creative state, she directly picked up a mop and used

audience in the simulated exhibition hall." It has also

only slept for only one or two hours to keep up with the

it as her giant paintbrush. This seemingly exaggerated

become her most impressive work.

schedule, and finally submitted four portfolios within a

movement turned out to produce an unexpected sense

month.

of art. This project left her a deep impression of her

Four years ago, Lu came to Wenzhou-Kean University

future professional career.

with a vague plan for her future. She just determined

Why can Lu be favored by the RCA? Lu shared her
own views: "The RCA sees my teamwork ability and

to lay a solid foundation for her major. However,
The "flexibility" and "ingenuity" of WKU professors also

during this period, she got an unexpected gain, which

Li Yue：
From a Campus Reporter to
a Member of the School of
Journalism Ranked No.1 in the
United States
Before graduation, Li Yue, a student majoring in

major scholarships.

English, has successively received offers from five

Wenzhou with Wenzhou-Kean University". Since then,
in addition to words, sound and images have also
become her way of recording and sharing stories.
Upon graduation, Li received an offer from her dream
university—the Journalism School of Northwestern
University. She set up two goals for her postgraduate
stage: “I hope to get in touch with and know more
During the summer vacation of her freshman year, Li

about people and things from different skin colors,

became an intern reporter of the Ministry of Education

races and cultural backgrounds, and not limit my

of Wenzhou Daily, and “lived and observed the

vision to only one side of the world.” Li said, “At the

vicissitudes of life that cannot be seen in ordinary

same time, I also want to combine Chinese’ content’

days”. In the subsequent internship, she gained

with Western language and ‘technology and skills’, and

world-renowned universities, including Northwestern

As she loved writing since childhood, Li joined the

an in-depth insight on various industries through

strive to restore the most authentic and vivid stories

University, Boston University, Syracuse University, and

Student Media and Design Center (Student Media)

journalism: in the summer of 2019, Li deepened her

about China to the world.”

the University of Missouri. Among them, Northwestern

during her freshman year, and this experience made

understanding of “investigative news” and “video and

University ranks No. 1 in journalism majors in the

her inner voice louder - to be a journalist.

radio news” in the Summer Media Project of Hong

United States, and there are 40 Pulitzer Prize (the

Kong Baptist University; In the winter of 2020, she

highest international award in the field of journalism)

“We should make reports with good faith and news

became an intern at Zhejiang Daily, with her focus

winners in total.

with social concern.” Li was once deeply touched by

mainly on the coverage of economy and agriculture

this belief. She realized that if she wanted to study

and forestry. In the same year, Li ushered in another

As a founding member of the Student Media and

journalism well, she should go out of school to see the

major breakthrough on her way to pursue her dream

Design Center of Wenzhou-Kean University and

world instead of confining herself to the campus.

- participating in the production of the series "Find

the first director of the Editorial Department, Li has
reported numerous characters and campus events.

Therefore, taking the news as the beacon, she

With a nearly full GPA, she is a frequent winner of many

embarked on a journey of diversified exploration.

Tao Zheng：
The Journey of Mathematics

to exceed in the modeling and scientific
research,” Tao reminisced about his

Exploration from 0 to 1 for an
Outstanding Student of Science
and Engineering

As an undergraduate, Tao Zheng

A Journey to Exploration in the

published more than ten academic

CUMCM

papers in internationally renowned

campus life at Wenzhou-Kean University.
In addition, the English-immersing
teaching environment of Wenzhou-Kean
University had also made a difference
to Tao. Wenzhou-Kean University
value and the rate of return in China’s

encourages students to positively discuss

With regard to his competition experience,

financial market, but also the dynamic

and express themselves in class, which

Tao devoted himself to studying and

Tao said, “It’s really tough to step from 0

analysis of virtual currencies such as

not only bolsters students’ critical-

conferences and academic journals. He

constantly enhanced his capabilities in

to 1. The key is to see if you can take the

Bitcoin and Ethereum.

thinking abilities but also improves their

established himself in the Contemporary

his spare time. As a team leader, he led

first step, and the most vital thing is to

Undergraduate Mathematical Contest

the first mathematical modeling team of

take action.”

in Modeling (CUMCM), at home and

Wenzhou-Kean University to participate

abroad as a team leader. Besides, he

in various Mathematical Contests in

Publication of More Than Ten Papers

has received offers from many well-

Modeling at home and abroad. Initially,

as an Undergraduate

known universities, including the National

as novices in such contests, Tao and

After participating in CUMCM for many

Wenzhou-Kean University Prepared Me

his study at the National University of

University of Singapore, New York

his team members did not know how to

times, Tao has gained a wealth of practical

to "Dash forward"

Singapore in the future, with the ambition

University, Johns Hopkins University,

start when they got the topic. However,

experience and strong research skills,

“The schooling at Wenzhou-Kean

of moving further in statistics.

Wake Forest University, University of

practice makes perfect. After reading

which paved the way to publish more

University contributed heavily to all kinds

Southern California, etc. Tao Zheng, a

nearly 100 academic papers and

than ten papers as an undergraduate.

of academic modeling contests and

senior student from the Department of

experiencing many international contests,

Mathematics of Wenzhou-Kean University,

Tao summarized a set of exclusive

During the four years at Wenzhou-Kean

courses at Wenzhou-Kean University

made every effort to pursue his dream

formulas and led his team to prevail in

University, Tao successively published

are full of essential knowledge. Those

of being a data analyst and a scientific

the 10th Mathor Cup CUMCM and won

over ten papers in academic journals. The

courses interspersed within the four-year

researcher, and eventually made his

second prize in the 10th Asia-Pacific

research focus of his thesis includes not

study scheme are perfectly tailored for me

dream come true with unremitting efforts.

CUMCM.

only the prediction of the stock market

oral English skills.
Thanks to those rich experiences, Tao
received an offer of Applied Economics

Impressed by the harmonious cultural

from Johns Hopkins University.

environment and strong academic
atmosphere, Tao determines to advance

academic paper training. The customized

Zhang Miao：
Pursue Her Architectural
Dream at Wenzhou-Kean
University After a 3-year
Research on a Village

for an exhibition. In 2020, the project

understanding of the living habits of bats,

state their own understanding and ideas.

designed by the typology research team

she and her team made full use of their

Therefore, Zhang bravely took the first

for Wangzhai Village was adopted by the

knowledge of architecture to design a new

step to build self-confidence. Day after

second phase design of Wenzhou Kean

home for the bats. During this process,

day, Zhang is no longer afraid to express

Town.

she felt that promoting the harmonious

herself in English, and her eyes also

coexistence of man and nature is an

sparkle with confidence.

"The Wangzhai Village project not

inescapable mission of architects.

only gave me a great sense of

As for the future, Zhang decides to

accomplishment, but also enhanced

In September 2019, the design of Bat

stay at Wenzhou-Kean University for

my innermost awareness of cultural

Home won the Excellent Design Award at

further study. On the one hand, she

protection," said Zhang. The adoption of

the Interdisciplinary Design Competition

has accumulated abundant resources

the renovation results of Wangzhai Village

of the college. So far, the project has

at Wenzhou-Kean University. On the

Being the Guardian of an Old Village

by Wenzhou Kean Town has also become

come to practice.

other hand, she wants to continue her

Zhang Miao, a girl always wearing a

Wangzhai Village, an urban village near

her proudest thing in the four years’

sweet smile, has realized countless

Wenzhou-Kean University, is facing the

schooling.

architecture goals during her four

problem of demolition or preservation in

academic years at Wenzhou-Kean

the process of urban development. In her

University: joining the urban village

undergraduate construction projects for
Enjoying the Past and Future Life at

exploring house renovation and village

Wenzhou-Kean University

protection, and develop her own career in

Pursuing the Art of Harmonious

"The biggest change I've made at

Wenzhou at the same time.

freshman year, Zhang, together with three

Coexistence of Human, Nature and

Wenzhou-Kean University is to become

research project as the student

partners, set up a typology research team

Architecture

more confident," said Zhang firmly.

During the four years at Wenzhou-Kean

leader with the professor, trying

for Wangzhai Village under the leadership

The process of learning architecture

When she first entered Wenzhou-Kean

University, from a little girl who was timid

to build "houses" for animals, and

of Professor Vincent Peu Duvallon from

is also a process of thinking about

University, Zhang was not very adapted to

to communicate in English to an excellent

serving as the secretary-general of

the Department of Architecture.

the relationship between architecture

the American-style environment, and she

graduate who speaks English fluently,

and society, as well as the relationship

had few interactions with the professor.

from a green hand in architecture to a

between architecture and nature.

The professor noticed the nervousness

head in village reconstruction projects,

of the students when they were speaking

Zhang has taken this path bravely and

She once tried to build a "house" for

English. With a rigorous and responsible

firmly. In the future, Zhang will continue to

the American Student Association
of Architects. As for the future, she

Their footprints had covered the village.

casts her vote to Wenzhou-Kean

Under the guidance of the professor, they

University once again and pursues

came to the village and spent three years

further study in the Master of

on field investigation, designing, and

In 2019, they brought their research

bats. This is not an easy job - should

attitude towards teaching, he asked

write a new chapter of her dream on the

Architecture program.

planning for the ancient Wangzhai Village.

results to the International Symposium

be considered to caster to biology

every student to have one-on-one

stage of Wenzhou-Kean University.

With their unremitting efforts, this ancient

of Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University

study and bats living. After an in-depth

communication with him after class and

town was revitalized.

`

Sun Zihan：

From an Educatee to an
"Educator", Studying Business
Based on Business Thinking

For Sun Zihan from Shandong Province, her four years in university have
been fulfilling and wonderful: obtaining an average GPA of 3.95, winning the
Zhejiang Provincial Government Scholarship and the Dean Scholarship for
three consecutive years, using the business knowledge learned during school
to help the intangible cultural heritage, helping girls in poverty-stricken areas,
etc. Now, she has obtained letters of admission from five top universities,
including Cornell University and the University of Michigan—Ann Arbor. A
promising future is ahead of her.

In 2018, Sun joined the Ling Chuang (Enacus) Team

for the growth of girls in underdeveloped areas, we

scale events and activities such as the Harvard Social

can walk further without a solid foundation." With this point in mind,

of Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU) in the "Jinxiu

completed the teaching plan of the "Come On, Girls"

Venture Competition and a charity dinner for the UN

in her junior year, with excellent academic performance, she worked

Qiancheng" project, trying to boost the promotion of

project of Standard Chartered Bank, which laid a

Refugee Agency. In just 14 days, she not only gained

as an intern in two highly influential accounting firms, BDO and

the Wenzhou Intangible Heritage Project Ou Embroidery

foundation for the cooperation with the Second Primary

friendship from the team, but also explored the real

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.

with business thinking. To support the development

School in Li'ao Town, Ouhai District, Wenzhou City.

business world.

of Ou Embroidery, the team decided to independently

As for the future, Sun chose Cornell University to continue to study

develop cultural tourism routes incorporating Ou

"Compared with the conventional public welfare

At the Harvard Social Venture Competition, Sun's team

Management-Accounting Specialization (Management—Accounting

Embroidery elements based on the rich tourism

activities, these sustainable development projects have

decided to focus on the long-standing dietary health

Branch). She sets a goal for herself: to obtain a CPA certificate in the

resources of the Nanxi River.

transformed the students at WKU from an educatee to

problems in American society. They customized recipes

United States while studying abroad and make a breakthrough in the

an "educator". We have constantly proposed solutions

online and sent pre-processed cooking packages to

risk management industry.

At the same time, she led the team to complete the

to social problems based on the school's academic

customers regularly offline. To collect the views of

road safety publicity activities of Michelin, in which

characteristics and our own strengths. As Mr. Cai

Americans on their own diet, they wandered about the

the "3D Zebra Crossing" flash event became the only

Yuanpei said, on the one hand, we students should

streets every day, dealing with people from different

project nominated across Zhejiang Province; To care

pursue better education, but on the other hand, we

countries in a completely unfamiliar environment.

should serve the society and feed the society back, truly
combining intellectual education with moral education,"

For many people, accounting is tied to "boring". But

said Sun.

Sun believes that it is an indispensable cornerstone
in the business world. "Accounting teaches us the

During the summer vacation of her sophomore year,

most basic business knowledge. Business theory is

Sun went to the United States to participate in large-

something sophisticated and it is hard to imagine one

Hu Yi: Building a
Bridge of Exchanges
Between China and
the West ·

Charming China as scheduled, and was well

held WKU campus selection for the "FLTRP

Hu led the team to successfully organize

received by the public.

Cup" National English Debating Competition,

activities such as the Mid-Autumn Music

and has won many awards in the East China

Festival and Coffee Tasting. While enjoying

Regional Tournament.

the music and food, they talked with the

English Debating Society Makes Me
Better

students of Kean University about their

In 2018, Hu became the president of the

In addition, at regular seminars, Hu also

interests, hobbies and life dreams, promoting

English Debating Society at WKU. In the

chooses a variety of topics to stimulate

the cultural exchanges between China and

beginning, she habitually took all the work

members to think. "We talked about

the United States.

to find better English teaching methods that

to herself, but soon she found that due to

gun control, the Chinese and American

are more suitable for Chinese students. From

the lack of communication, the members

governments and their people, as well as

It was also in a foreign country that Hu felt

Wenzhou to Egypt, from XDF.CN to Shinyway

did not understand the specific progress

college tuition and feminism. In fact, the

a strong sense of responsibility. During

Many Things Are Worth Being Explored in

Education, Hu gradually developed a set

of various activities, and ministers did not

debate is not about life or death. What we

the Pandemic, she organized and invited

With an average GPA of 3.95, a total

English Teaching in China

of her own teaching methods: She divided

know each other's thoughts. To change

enjoy is the excitement and joy of thinking

former Kean President Dawood Farahi,

score of 8 for IELTS, and a title of the

Hu likes to teach English. In the second

the traditional classroom into two parts,

the situation at that time, she established a

collision and inspiration burst out of that

Senior Vice President Felice Vazquez and

Chairperson of Chinese Students and

term of her freshman year, at the course

and teach students in accordance with their

weekly meeting, gradually assigned tasks to

moment." In the end, the English Debating

overseas students to record a cheering

Scholars Association at Kean University

of Structure/Origins of English, she first

aptitude to improve their language skills in all

each minister, and readjusted the rules and

Society was selected as the University's

video, encouraging teachers and students

during the exchange period in the United

learned the difference between Chinese and

aspects. "There is no fixed teaching program

regulations. "The progress of all projects will

"five-star society", and won unanimous

at WKU to help each other and overcome

States, etc., Hu Yi has now received

foreign English teaching methods. Taking

in my class. Take IELTS writing as an

be regularly announced in the Society, so

praise from professors and students.

the difficulties together. "It is because I

admission letters from many prestigious

grammar as an example, Chinese teachers

example. In the first half of the class, I often

that everyone can clearly know the process

universities such as University College

are accustomed to analyzing the nature and

focus on teaching the test content, such as

and requirements. This not only avoids the

See the World and Build a Stronger Sense

of patriotism and a strong sense of

London, King's College London, University

function word by word by disassembling

words, grammar and other basic knowledge.

confusion of information, but also gives

of Responsibility

responsibility," said Hu.

of Edinburgh, etc., and moves on

sentences, whereas to native English

But in the rest of the time, I will only give

members a stronger sense of belonging. "

In her junior year, Hu went to Kean University

confidently.

speakers, grammar is only meaningful in

a topic to lead to free discussion." It is in

complete sentences. "The difference in

this seemingly-casual class that students'

"Wenzhou-Kean University (WKU) gave me

teaching thinking between China and foreign

the courage to take that step and made all
the hopeless and unattainable dreams into

am abroad that I can feel a strong sense

for the student exchange program. As the

At this year's graduation ceremony, Hu, as

The transparent operation mode has

Chairman of the Chinese Students and

the representative of outstanding graduates,

English ability has been comprehensively

eliminated the misunderstanding, and with

Scholars Association at Kean University, she

will share her gains and changes in the past

countries made me rethink profoundly about

improved, and they have enjoyed the fun of

the improvement of tacit understanding

planned many kinds of activities to break

four years. In the autumn, she will go to the

English teaching in China."

learning.

among the team members, the English

the gap between the students of Wenzhou-

UK to study Applied Linguistics, learn more

Debating Society also began to regain

Kean University and the students of Kean

about the differences between Chinese and

University in the United States.

English teaching methods, thereby making

reality."
With this in mind, she has been actively

Last year, her book A Brief Analysis of IELTS

its vitality. With the help of the English

involved in various teaching activities and

and English Proficiency based on her own

Language Center of the University, the

internships since her sophomore year, trying

experience was published on the magazine

English Debating Society has successfully

more preparations for her future teaching
With the support of the school teachers,

career.

way to be self-confident is not to blindly

her the opportunity to practice her real

stifle her own "deficiencies", but to reconcile

knowledge but also made her feel heart-

with them in the process of exploration.

warming in the big family of the Dog Shop.

Reaping Warmth from Love

Taiwan is Not My Label

Before entering Wenzhou-Kean University,

Unlike most students at Wenzhou-Kean

Four years ago, Li Pinzhen, a student

Li knew that dance would definitely become

University, although Li grew up on the

from Taiwan, China, made up her mind

an important part of her university life. Dance

mainland, her hometown is on the other side

An Outstanding Student of the Design

to study in mainland China after a

has brought her not only a charming body

of the strait. Invited by her teachers, she

Department Who "Cannot Draw"

campus promotion tour. With such a firm

shape but also some positive changes

became the design assistant of the school

to combine professional knowledge and

Li had been qualified for a first-class

determination, she applied for the Visual

in her personality. In 2017, she and her

in her freshman year. The admission notices

modern technology to the extreme by

scholarship and second-class scholarship

Communication Design Department

team members won third place in the Self-

of the freshmen and the postcards in the

learning knowledge about human-computer

at the school level, two second-class

of Wenzhou-Kean University. Four

choreographed Comprehensive Style of

enrollment package are her design works.

interaction in the future. In 2019, Li and her

scholarships for students from Taiwan, etc. It

years later, she was the winner of four

Group A of Zhejiang College Students

These designs not only won her many

classmates also participated in the Cross-

is no doubt that Li is a graduate summa sum

school-level scholarships and multiple

Aerobics Competition and the 4th College

fans but also earned her an interview with

strait Youth Entrepreneurship and Innovation

laude in the design department throughout

awards in dance, design and other

Students Aerobics Dance Competition

Wenzhou Economic Report of Wenzhou TV

Salon of "Realization of Wenzhou Dream"

her academic years. However, the biggest

fields, and was recommended as an

(Collective).

Station.

on behalf of the school. At the event, she

difference between Li and her classmates

outstanding provincial graduate. If Li

is that she "cannot draw", but this has also

was "introverted" when she first entered

Another source of Li's self-confidence stems

While maintaining excellent academic

University confidently and generously to

become a magic weapon for her to create

the university, now she often describes

from Dog Shop, a coffee shop founded by

performance, Li also summed up an

more than 160 outstanding young people on

unique works.

herself as "self-confident."

students of Wenzhou-Kean University. The

exclusive path for herself in the process

both sides of the strait.

experience in the Dog Shop not only gave

of learning. In September 2018, her works

Li Pinzhen：

Pursue the Future
with Confidence

You are the one who can define what's
really matter.

conveyed her gains from Wenzhou-Kean

Immature drawings, however, are often

trying to imitate, it is better to have a new

won the Bronze Award of New Talent of

praised by the professor. Li recalled that

understanding of the target based on her

Trademark Design in the China Trademark

what the professor said most at that time

own train of thought. It was this idea of not

Design Competition. This not only

was, "I can see your efforts and possibilities."

being limited by traditional steps that created

strengthened her love for graphic design

This is the best endorsement that her unique

a unique and well-recognized work, which

but also strengthened her determination

artistic thinking is feasible. For Li, instead of

also pulled Li out of "fear". For her, the best

to go to Japan for further study. Li hopes

Fu Qingyun：
Four Years
Engaging in Public
Welfare Activities
Makes Her a
Persistent and
Promising Girl

starting point, and fully integrated the spirit
of public welfare into her life.
Only with persistence can we go further.
After four years of studying, she found
that the practical learning model was more
suitable for her, so she resolutely chose
to work directly after graduation. The girl
experience finally enlightened Fu on her

from Jiaxing decided to stay in Wenzhou

future career—to serve the public welfare.

for employment and accepted the invitation
from Zhejiang Zhenjiu Network Technology

As she wanted to be a volunteer, Fu

resources and supplies from Zhejiang

Anti Epidemic Translation Volunteer Group

Co., Ltd. This company is currently the Top 1

joined the Youth Volunteers Association

Province to support Italy arrived in Turin. In

has gathered nearly 3,000 volunteers to

company in JD's POP category.

of the university. For the first time, she

this "race" of love, the China Anti Epidemic

provide volunteer translation services in 32

independently led a volunteer team to

Translation Volunteer Group, initiated by

languages for Chinese people, enterprises,

Fu said, "There are many factors that map

participate in the 2019 World Youth Scientist

the Education Foundation and the Youth

chambers of commerce and overseas

me into the person who I am now, and the

Summit. In 2020, Fu participated in an online

Volunteers Association of Wenzhou-Kean

Chinese.

Youth Volunteers Association accounts

President of the Young Volunteers Association of the university, Outstanding

education assisted program for primary

University, completed the translation of all

Contribution Award of the Young Volunteers Association of the university, the

school students in Gansu.

the documents for the mission. She worked

When speaking about the gains of voluntary

Association that allowed the girl to give full

with the staff of the foundation to outline

public welfare services, Fu said that in

play to her willingness to help others, and

For Fu, the most shocking and unforgettable

the operation model of the translation team,

addition to giving her a deeper sense of

it was the experience of volunteering that

event is the "Spread Love" program in the

reviewing and publishing tweets, recruiting

social responsibility, what's more important

made her stick to her original aspiration.

context of the COVID‐19.

volunteers, and editing the directory. At the

is that it has changed her way to see the

What's more, she also got a job loyal to

same time, she was also responsible for

world. From campus activities to the World

her original intention. Fu, the optimistic and

The Pandemic in 2020 has changed the

contacting and managing the volunteers in

Scientist Summit held in Wenzhou, and

passionate girl, will definitely continue to be

rhythm of the world.

the group.

to the global translation work during the

herself in the following journey, living up to

pandemic, she learned to see the big world

her original intention and pursuing a bright

with the small things around her as the

future.

Leader of the 2020 China Anti Epidemic Translation Volunteer Group, and 3
consecutive months of support education in English, etc.
"Volunteer" is the keyword in Fu Qingyun's resume. Indeed, comparing with other
people's colorful experiences, Fu admits that her experience is too "monotonous".
"Other people's resume did make me flustered, but I chose to calm down and
ponder what kind of path I will take." Under the concept of "finding different
directions for different students" at Wenzhou-Kean University, four years of

On March 13, 2020, the first batch of

In the battle against the pandemic, the China

most." It was joining the Youth Volunteers

